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DERICK WOOD 
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A characterization f the family of n-parallel right linear languages by nondeter- 
ministic generalized sequential machines with accepting states is proved. 
INTRODUCTION 
The family of n-parallel right linear languages (n-PRLL), studied in Rosebrugh 
(1972) and Wood (1972), is a proper subfamily of the n-right linear simple matrix 
languages (n-RLSML) studied in Ibarra (1970). However, the family of n-PRLL are 
of independent interest because they capture the essence of the parallel processing of 
a sentential form in a grammar. This is demonstrated by the result proved in this 
paper, that the family of n-PRLL is the smallest family of languages containing the 
prototype language {al * "" ani: i >~ 1} and closed under a -NGSM maps. 
BASIC NOTATION 
An alphabet is a nonempty finite set. 
For n ~> 1, an n-paralM right linear grammar (n-PRLG) is an (n + 3)-tuple 
G = (N 1 ..... N,~, T, S, P), where Ni ,  1 ~ i ~ n, are mutually disjoint nonterminal 
alphabets, T is a terminal alphabet, S not in N is a sentence symbol, where N = 
N 1 u .-" u N~, and PC_ N • (T*NU T*) u {S} • (N1 ... N~ u T*) is a finite set 
of rules, written X --~ x. A rule S -+ x, x in T* is trivial, all other rules are nontrivial. 
The yield relation is defined as follows: for x, y in (N t3 T U {S})*, x =~ y iff 
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either x = S and S --~ y is in P or x = ylX1 ... ynXn, y = ylXl "" YnXn, where Yi in 
T*, xi in T*N u T*, Xi in N , ,  and X i ~ x~ in P, 1 ~< i ~< n. If  x, y in (N u T u {S})* 
and l > 0, then x =>ly iff there exists a sequence D: x, =~ x. => -'. ~ x~, x, = x, 
G , - -  ~ G ~ G G 
xz = y and xi in (N U T W {S}) , 0 ~< i ~< l. Then D is an 1--step G-derivation sequence. 
=>+ G-derivation, iff there exists l > 0 such that x =~Zy and x :~* y Similarly x G y, a 
G G 
i f fx =~+y or x =y .  
G 
The language generated by an n-PRLG is {x: S ~+ x, x in T*} denoted L(G). 
9 G 
A language L __C T* is an n-parallel rzght linear language (N-PRLL) iff there exists an 
n-PRLG G such that L = L(G). The family of n-PRLL is denoted by ~J .  
A nondeterministic generalized sequential machine with accepting states (a-NGSM) 
is a 6-tuple M = (Q, T, A, 5, q0, F) where Q is a state alphabet, T is an input alphabet, 
A is an ouput alphabet, 5: Q • T--+ 2 ~215 finite subsets only, is the state transition 
function, qo in Q is the initial state and F C Q is a set of final states. 
In the usual way the map 3 can be extended to give the map 5": Q • T* --~ 2 o• 
I f  x is in T* then M(x) = {z: (q, z) in 3*(q0, x), for some q inF, z in A *} and ifL _C T*, 
then M(L) -~ (.J~ in L M(x). 
CHARACTERIZATION OF ~n r 
DEFINITION. For n >/1, let Tn = {a l , . . . ,  an} be an alphabet of n distinct symbols. 
For n >/1, let Ln = {axia2 i "'" ani: i >/1} _C Tn*, it is clear that L n is in ~n ~. 
THEOREM. Characterization theorem for ~ J .  For n > O, ~n" is the smallest 
family of languages containing L,  and closed under a-NGSM maps. 
Proof. We first show, by construction, that ~ J  is closed under a -NGSM maps. 
Let L be in ~ J ,  G=(N a,.. . ,N,~, T ,S ,P )  be an n-PRLG for L and M = 
(Q, T, A, 3, qo, F) be an a-NGSM.  We give an n-PRLG G', for M(L) which shows 
that M(L) is in ~,( .  
Let G'----(NI ' ,  .... Am' ,A ,S ,P ' ) ,  where N[=(Q •  •  1 ~<i~<n-  1, 
Nn' = Q • Nn and P' contains the following rules: 
(1) S --+ z if S --~ x in P and (q, z) in 3*(qo, x) for some q in F, 
(2) S--+ [q0, X1, ql][ql, X2, q2] "'" [qn-1, Xn] for all sequences qo ,..., qn-a of 
members of Q, if S --~ X a "'" X n is in P, X i in N~, 1 ~< i ~< n, 
(3) [q,, X j ,  qk] ~ z[q, Y j ,  qk] if Xj--+yY~ is in P, y in T*, X j ,  Yj in Nj., 
q,, qk in Q, 1 ~< j <: n, and (q, z) in 3*(qi, y), 
(4) [q,, Xn] ---~z[q, Yn] if Xn-+yYn is in P, where (q, z) in 3*(qi ,y), 
(5) [q,, X j ,  qk] -+ z if X~ --+ x is in P, x in T*, Xa in N~ and (qk, z) in 3*(qt, x), 
1 ~ j < n, and 
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(6) [qi, X.] --+ z if X .  ~ x is in P, x in T* and (q, z) in 3*(qi, x), where q is 
in F. 
G' generates all M(x) for all x in T* generated trivially by G (rules of type (1), above). 
If a word x is generated nontrivially by G, each word in M(x) is generated by G', 
which deposits the "translation" of a word deposited by G. A G'-derivation sequence 
keeps track of the state transitions of M in the first component of the nonterminals 
from N'. The third component of the nonterminals in N' is used to match states at 
the boundaries corresponding to a factorization of the word according to the non- 
terminal from which it is generated. 
Therefore M(L) --L(G'). 
Secondly, again by construction, we show that every n-PRLL L is the image of 
Ln under some a-NGSM map. 
Let G = (N 1 ,..., N,~, T, S, P) be an n-PRLG for L. We will now construct an 
a-NGSM M = (Q, T~, T, 5, q0,F) such that L = M(Ln). Number the initial rules 
of G letting the first k be the nontrivial rules and the trivial rules be numbered from 
k + 1 to m. Let Q = N • {1 ..... k} u {q0, ql~+l ..... qm, ql}, F = {qk+l ..... qm, ql} and 
specify the map 3 as follows: 
(1) ~(q0, al)  = {(qi ,  X): X in T*, S--~ x in P is the ith rule} 
~3 {([Y1 ,J],Yl): S--+ X x "- Xn in P is thejth rule 
and X 1 -+ yaY1 is in P, Yl in T*} 
tA {(IX 2 ,J],Yl): S--+X1 "'" X,~ in P is thejth rule 
and X 1 ~ Yl is in P, Yl in T*}, 
(2) ~(qi, as) ---- 
(3) 3([Y~,j],a 0
k3 
(4) 8(lYe,j], an) = 
k.) 
(5) 8(q,a) = ;~ 
two distinct ways. 
{(qi,e)},k + l ~ i  ~m,  1 ~ j ~n ,  
{([Zi ,j], zi): Yi --* ziZ ~ is in P, Yi ,  Zi in Ni,  zi in T*} 
{([Xi+ 1 ,j], zi): Yi --+ 2;i is in P, Yi in Ni,  zi in T*, 
Xi+ 1 is the (i -/  1)th nonterminal in the jth initial rule}, 
for l  <~ j <~ k, 1 <~ i <~ n- -1 ,  
{([Z,~ ,j], z,): Yn --~ z,~Z~ is in P, z,  in T*} 
{(ql, Zn): Yn --" z ,  is in P, zn in T*}, and 
otherwise for all q in Q, a in T , .  The a-NGSM operates in 
(a) M outputs the result of a trivial derivation and reads the remainder of 
of the input word in a final state with no further outputs (points 1 and 2), 
(b) The states of M are used to keep track of a nonterminal from Ni in 
their first component and which initial rule was used in the second component. M
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simulates an n-parallel G-derivation by processing the n-positions equentially, that 
is, all the derivations in the first position, followed by all the derivations in the second 
position, and so on. The number of steps to be carried out in each position is controlled 
by an input word al~ "'" an ~, p >/1. Whenever an at is input a derivation step takes 
place in the ith position. Note that M can only proceed if the input symbol a t and the 
present state [Xt, k] where Xt in Nz, are such that i ~- 1. 
It can be seen that x is in M(Ln) iff x is in L(G). Therefore L = M(L~). 
Finally, let ~ ,  be the smallest family of languages containing L~ and closed under 
a-NGSM maps. Then ~'~ _C ~ j  by the first part of this proof. Further by the second 
part of this proof, since for all L in ~ J ,  L = M(L,~) for some a-NGSM M, we have 
~ j  _C ~.  Hence the result. 
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